
The Brief: Have you ever thought about what your wardrobe will contain in the year 2040? Fashion and technology will inevitably become 
one. 1. Generate ideas that will suit the market of 2040 blurring the lines between fashion and technology  2. Draw & design key clothing 
concepts to suit the future consumer. 3.  A sustainble future is important,  you will use old clothing to ‘up-cycle’ and re-create your ideas. 
Project supported by Northumbria University (Fashion), Wreckreation and Layers.

FASHION GROUP 1 -  KAYLEIGH PATTERSON / REBECCA HUTCHINSON / Burnside Business and Enterprise College
COMPUTER SCIENCE TEAM - PHOEBE SPENCE OXMAN /Whitburn Academy & MOLLY STEPHENSON/ MAISIE 
NOWICKI/ ANYA CROSKERY/ Whitley Bay High School

FASHION GROUP 2 -  CATHERINE CHAPLIN/ RHYS MEENAGHAN / Longbenton High School
COMPUTER SCIENCE TEAM - PHOEBE SPENCE OXMAN /Whitburn Academy & MOLLY STEPHENSON/ 
MAISIE NOWICKI/ ANYA CROSKERY/ Whitley Bay High School

FASHION GROUP 3 -  JESSICA DOWDNEY/ HALLE LEIGHTON & EMILY BEAVERS / Longbenton High School & John Spence Community College
COMPUTER SCIENCE TEAM - PHOEBE SPENCE OXMAN /Whitburn Academy & MOLLY STEPHENSON/ MAISIE NOWICKI/ ANYA 
CROSKERY/ Whitley Bay High School

330mm x 700mm 

330mm x 700mm 

Fashion Team Outtt One.

Computer Science Team

We have programmed different colour schemes 
for LEDs for different occasions to specialise it 
to the event. This means that the dress can be 
worn many times in different situations. Saving 
money so that more money can be used on 
other things.

We have programmed 8 LEDs to monitor how 
much you spend on a night out. This ensures 
you can feel confident that you haven’t over 
spent your money. This enables you to get 
home safely without worry of the cost. 

This could be developed as a safety feature on 
designs in the future by having a button to call 
for a taxi to get home, emergency services to 
get help or be linked to your emergency con-
tacts at home.  This could hold a tracker like 
find my friends currently used in iOS technol-
ogy for SOS situations. This could potentially 
save a lot of people from bad situations being 
stuck with no money and no way to get home.

Some codes include:

for (int i=0; I< 8; i++){
 leds[i] =CRGB(100,0,0);
int two_pos =i -1;
if(two_pos <0){

 two_pos +=8;

Computer Science Team

In order to make the outfit dynamic, we pro-
grammed the lights to pulse to the beats of the 
music playing while exercising. We used colour 
gradients with the LEDs to match the colour 
scheme given to us by the fashion team which 
creates a personal experience for the wearer. 

The lights can be easily customised to match 
the personality or mood of the individual.  The 
lights will stop blinking when the custom set 
calorie counter is obtained. This could be used 
in weight loss programs. 

It can also link up to step counter programs to 
alert you once your goal has been reached. This 
could also help track your fitness and health to 
achieve a lifestyle you desire.

Some codes include:

FastLED.show();
//int mu_delay = 100;
Delay(mu_delay);
Leds[three_pos] =CRGB(50,10,0);
FastLED.show();
Delay(mu_delay);

Computer Science Team

We were given the brief of this design and had 
to finalise and test whether the technology 
would work. We worked out how to achieve 
most of their requirements but some were 
unachievable with the time we had. However, 
we have modified the design to be more 
productive. 

In order to increase productivity and 
efficiency at work, we have programmed the 
lights to alert you when the wearer’s phone 
goes off so that they can work but still know 
the notifications they get.  

We chose a blue buffering pattern for the LEDs 
to show when a call is in progress. We used 
the same buffering pattern to show when 
the phone is charging but in green. When the 
phone gets a notification we have a blinking 
program to alert the user on the belt.  The LEDs 
can be customised to match notifications 
received on the phone. 

Examples are: a snapchat alert would come up 
yellow and a work call would flash up being 
purple.


